MISCELLANEOUS ESOTERIC INFORMATION
Did you know that in the old temples of Jerusalem, the Priests and Priestesses never cut their
hair, and they coiled it up in either clockwise or anti clockwise fashion depending on the ritual
they wished to perform. Each direction creates a different energy flow of cosmic energy into
the body, which is quite often the same energy that is sent to us in the Mass ritual. It all
depends on the celebrant's desire, and the ritual performed as to fine tuning the energy.
Did you know that your personality is written in your birth date. You can also find your
psychic centre that you use to enter and exit your body during Astral travelling. There is much
other information in your birth date that can be obtained.
Did you know that in the last few seconds of your life you will have a quick resume of all your
life? This is the original basis of the saying MY LIFE FLASHED BEFORE MY EYES when
you have an almost fatal experience. It matters not whether you are insane, have Alzheimers or
any other problem, all will experience the last moments of their life in a lucid state of
remembering their full experiences.
Did you know Jesus spoke twelve languages fluently without a trace of any other accent, and
could also make himself understood in many more?
Did you know that Joseph of Arimithea (the uncle of Jesus) was a billionaire, and the rest of the
family were very rich also? Such fallacies as the family being poor are lies created by the
Church fathers to try and make Jesus look more mysterious. There is much evidence to this fact
within the bible if one cares to look.
Did you know that your hair is "antennae" that brings psychic intuition and clairvoyance into
the physical body? It also enhances the receptors of the Body like better hearing, sight, etc.
Scientific investigation and testing by USA military found that native Indian trackers that cut
their hair lose their tracking ability. This puts a new picture on Sampson's ability to ingest
physical strength into his body, from the psychic level.
Did you know that a Mass performed in the AM hours will have the assistance of the cosmic
forces to bring divine energy into the Holy Sacrament? A Mass in the PM hours will give a
much lower level of divine energy into the Sacrament. The Church fathers of old knew this and
this is why for centuries the Mass was always conducted in the AM hours.
Did you know Mary (correct name Miriam) the Mother of Jesus was also a virgin birth, thus
making Jesus twice purified in body for his work as Avatar. John the Baptist was also a virgin
birth.
Did you know the reason for saying grace before meals --- it was to offer a blessings and prayer
for the consciousness of the plant or animal that supplied the food.
Did you know that Jesus was a Master in the Egyptian mysteries, and that he served high
initiations by placing his astral self into the great chamber of the big pyramid? The big pyramid
was never a tomb for any pharaoh, but had many other reasons for its existence. The age of the
big pyramid (contrary to popular belief) is nearer 80,000 years old than the historical registered
fact of approx 5000 years. The pyramid was built by the Atlanteans who colonised Egypt at the
time.
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Did you know that Pythagoras re-incarnated as St Francis, one of the three wise men, Johann
Sebastian Bach, and the theosophical Master Kuthumi. These (among others) were voluntary
incarnations to assist the development of humanity in their evolution to gain higher levels of
their Souls.
Did you know that Jesus and his Mother Mary had red hair?
Are you aware that St Francis of Assisi was a brilliant mathematician and also an astrologer of
uncanny ability that rivalled (and possibly surpassed) that of Nostradamus.
Did you know that Jesus was a pagan? He and his family, John the Baptist, many of the
disciples were all Essenes. That information is well recorded, but what is not well known is
that the Essenes were simply Jews who were Druids, and the Church has hidden this fact for
centuries to claim "sole ownership" of Jesus. Jesus was actually respected in the Judean, and
Hannifi traditions (hannifi being the esoteric school tradition from which Mohammed came).
Mention of the prophet Mohammed being an outcast Christian Cardinal is erroneous, but
Mohammed was a Qatan in the Hannifi which is the same rank as cardinal in Christian circles.
Islam as taught by Mohammed was compatible with Christianity and they certainly were NOT
at loggerheads with each other, until human intervention into the teachings of both sides was
provided over periods of time.
Did you know that the first mention of a trinity was at the Church of Antioch in 170AD? The
reference of the then Patriarch Theonysious was to Logos, Son and Sophia. This represents in
today’s liturgies Logos = (Father, Power, Active, Positive), Son = (Son, Result, Love, Neutral,
Neutral), Sophia = (Holy Spirit, Mother, Wisdom, Passive, Negative), these are exactly the
same as Father, Son and Holy Spirit. This creates a trinity of energies. You can see Father as
male, Son as the neutral result of male and female energies mixing physically, and Holy Spirit
as the Female side. N.B. the mention of positive and negative are polarity comparisons, NOT
meaning one is better than the other, but simply of opposite polarity.
Jesus studied under the tutelage of a Druid Arch Mage in England when he was a teenager
visiting England with his uncle Joseph of Arimithea, who often traded with the Druids for tin
from their mines in Cornwall and Wales. Jesus spoke twelve languages fluently.
Pythagoras the great mathematician learned Astrology from French Druids at the time when
England ruled the northern section of France. All the Astrological information Pythagoras
obtained was charted in England. This is known by the fact that only from there could these
angles and readings be obtained with such accuracy. These Druids also were the original
imparters of astrological knowledge to the Hebrews as the source of the book of Enoch in the
Holy Writings. This is verified by old written texts that have been sought out by quite a few
scholars of great repute.
The psychic chakras of the body were known to the Hebrews at least 2000 years BC. There is
evidence that Moses among others knew about these 8 centres but Moses also knew of the
existence of the aura centre too. The Aura actually then made the ninth centre. Old documents
depicting these facts also go back to Ancient Mesopotamia among other places. Sumerian
records also show these centres depicting the Garden of Eden. This has been acknowledged by
the highly respected author Butterworth whose scholastic integrity and ability is beyond
Question.
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The original church building design was done to strict proportions of the human body. The
Sanctuary was exactly the proportion of the head and rest of the church was seven times that of
the sanctuary. If the human body is measured properly you will see the measurement of the
head is three times the distance from top of head to navel, and five times the distance from the
navel to the feet. Thus old church distances were sanctuary = 1 head. Chancel = 3 heads
(including sanctuary as part of chancel), and nave being 5 heads. These measurements were
strictly adhered to in the original Christian churches.
Personal Measurements Of The Human Body. Note the lines generated by the tight folding of
the index finger. If one takes the top of these lines and measures then carefully, they will divide
exactly 72 times into the person’s height. This is regarded as the personal inch of a person.
Thus is can be seen that to measure any person’s finger can reveal their exact height if this is
done very accurately. I have no doubt that many will now try this and see for themselves, but I
stipulate they must be very careful and accurate in their measurement. Far easier to measure
your height and divide 72 into it and see the finger measurement.
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